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Abstract: In order to lind out the two
dimensional anisotropic distribution of
refractoriness to arrhythmia re-entryr field
stimulation (FS) was applied to 3x3 cm heart
ventricular computer simulation model.
Activation front induced by FS propagated to the
area the refractoriness disappeared and create
re-entry. Anisotropy of refractoriness might be
one of important factors inducing re-enty.

conduction propagation, refractory phase, and non-refractory
phase

with the ability of accepting activation propagation

and changes the state according to caldiac

electrophysiological circumstances.

Activation front of basic rhythm (Stl with the heart rate
of 150/min was propagated from the left side of propagation
rnodel and field stimulations (FS), which implies
cardioversion or defibrillation, were applied from the apical
side

of the rnodel with different St-FS interval (coupling

interval;

CI). The strength of the FS at each cell location

was indicatedby functions of shock intensity and distance

INTRODUCTION

from the FS electode to each cell, calculated by shock
Cardiac arrhythmia re-entry is rnost important

intensity measurernent results.

mechanism of fatal tachy arrhythmias such as ventricular

fibrillation. This arrhythmia re-entry

may be provoked by

many anisotropic factors such as fiber orientation. One of
these factors

influencing the maintenance of reentry is the

distribution of refractoriness characteristics of each cardiac

tissue. However, it is difficult to rrpasure the refractoriness
simultaneously in two dimensional areas of cardiac tissues.
Measurement of action potentials of many locations of
cardiac tissue using voltage sensitive dye has many

limitations such as the toxic effect of dye.
The purpose of this study is to clarify the role of two
dimensional anisotropic distribution of refractoriness of the
heart ventricle in forming arrhythmic re-entry using

computer simulation.

(a) Conditioning pacing site
(b) Field stimulation site
(Figure 1. Simulation model.)

METHOD
Heart ventricular rnodel was createdby 29 x 29 state cell
models (Fig.1). This model was assumed to represent 31.5
mm x 31.5 mm area of right ventricular outflow tract which

is 2-3 mm thin layer with homogeneous fiber orientation of
the heart tissue, where we can Presume to be two
dirrensional cardiac activation propagation rnodel. Each state

cell model was swrounded and connected by 6 neighboring

cells. Each cell state is

at one

of three stages of cardiac

activation, i.e., activated phase with the ability of

Refractoriness change by FS was obtained by

experimental studies. In the experimental study, ten ms
duratuion truncated biphasic FSs were applied to the guinea

pig papillary muscle and transrrpmbrane action potential and
field intensity were measured with different FS intensity and

interval. Refractory period was defined by
measuring 807o action Potential duration, which is

FS coupling

confirmed to be compatible to the refractory period.
Refractoriness change curve was created by these

experimental result using curve-fitting rrethod (Ftg. 2).
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disuibution of refractoriness was present that watedthe

e50

activation front propagation after FS to be re-enury type

figure. Re-entry of activation was teminated when the
activation front extended to either side of simulation
model, when CI was too short or too long. Re-entry

e00
150

was not initiated when FS intensity was too weak or too

H too

strong. These findings werc compatible with many

{

experimental reports.
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cause heterogenous effect

of elecric shock strength

to the distance from the FS elecfrode, which
induoed FS inörced reftactoriness extension to be more
when the location of the heart tissue was close to öe
elecrode. This anisotropy might affect the route of
according

50

(Fig.Z Reftacuroriness changes by FS of 4.8 V/ctn)

Electrophysiological parameters used in the
simulation model were basic cycle lendth of 400 ms

activation front ard crate anhythmia rc-entry.

with the refractory period of 150 ms, direction of fiber

CONCLUSION

orientation was rectangular to activation front crcatedby
basic rhythm, conduction velocity along the fiber
orientation as 0.57 m./sec, that as across the fiber

Field stimulation delivered at the vulnerable Sr-FS
intenal qeatod anisotropic distribution of refracloriness

orientation as 0.23 r/sec.

fläps, which displays location
of action Fopagaton front as time oourse, and residual
Activation

sequen@

repolarization rnaps which shows 2-dimensional residual
refractoriness value

in height,

were drawn from the

in heart ventricalar computer simulation model. This
anisotropy influenced the propagation of activation front
@ated by FS to be one dimensional heart block with
re-entry. The presence of anisotropic distribution of
refractoriness may be one of the important factors in

simulaton results.

creating re+nhant propagation of candiac arrhythmias.
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